Covariances of relatives and selection response in generations of selfing from an outcrossed base population.
The covariances of relatives arising under selfing from a general outbred base population in linkage equilibrium and without epistasis given by Cockerham (1983) are expressed in an alternative form which is an extension of the treatment by Mather and Jinks (1982) of the more restricted population descended from a single F1 family. Whereas no more than two quadratic components are required to describe any covariance in the case of F1, descendants, this more general case calls for a total of four, three of which are needed for any particular covariance. The estimation of covariances and their use for the prediction of selection response is described for breeding programs initiated by one or more cycles of intermating among a number of parental lines, as advocated by Hansel (1964) and Jensen (1970). It is pointed out that the homozygous lines descended from such a population will have up to twice as much variance as those from an F1 between a randomly chosen pair from the same population of parents. The selection method is especially recommended for undeveloped species in which the parental lines are not well characterized and large selection responses are needed.